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Introducing



Company Pro�le

Our Name: Purple Sky Technologies LLP

Vision:  To be the pioneers in the arena of personal tracking technology as a specialized service provider focusing on
 end-to-end customer service. We aspire to be a leading solution provider for addressing key societal challenges 
faced by all of us in today’s environment such as issues on Child Safety, Dementia Patients, missing pets etc. 

Address: C-34, Ground Floor (Annexe), Greater Kailash Part – I, New Delhi – 110048

Who we are? 
 We are an experienced team of dynamic professionals aiming to break the 
clutter & provide you with the latest gizmos, out-of-the-box products under the 
house of PurpleSky. One of our key in-house brand “FindMe” is an amazing 
handy GPS (Global Positioning System) personal tracker –an imperative 
need in today’s environment. 
 We have invested in the entire GPS solution right from the 
hardware to the customization of GPS tracking platform suited for 
Indian conditions. We intend to be a specialized service provider for 
our in-house brand ‘FindMe’ with in-house after sales service support 
& not just any other GPS tracker reseller. 
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1. Mr. Parivesh Ohri (Co-Founder), MBA from Army Institute of Management & BCA from
 IP University, Delhi: Seasoned management professional with over ten years of broad 
experience in the areas of sales, marketing & business planning in retail industry across 
India & Nepal. After having completed 8 year long successful stint with Philip Morris 
International, Parivesh decided to pursue his entrepreneurial venture – PurpleSky. 
He brings on board his extensive corporate experience & knowledge acquired over the 
years to ensure utmost professionalism & high standard of business ethics in the 
functioning of PurpleSky across all aspects.

2. Mr. Gaurav Arneja (Co-Founder), MBA from IMT Ghaziabad & BBA from Amity 
University. Coming from a core business family, Gaurav wanted to explore his 
individual entrepreneurial venture. He brings on board his extensive business 
experience & knowledge acquired over the years to ensure PurpleSky becomes a 
leading success story in times to come.
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FindMe Kids Watch - Guardianship Simpli�ed! Kids GPS Locator cum mobile 
phone. Waterproof, zero radiation & 3 day standby. All related global certi�cations 
are in place, compliant to all global safety norms

Product Brief:
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Certi�ed:



Display:                 OLED

Color:   Pink, Blue

Band Style:   Wrist

Connection:  GSM(2G) SIM card

Waterproof:   Water resistant for splash.

Dimensions:  185mm(L) X 33mm(W) X 

   12.5mm(H)

Physical Speci�cations: Technical Speci�cations:

Battery:       340 mA

GPS Sensitivity:      -159 dBm

GPS Accuracy:      10m 2DRM

   

GSM/GPS/GPRS:

GSM Frequency:     850 MHz/900 MHz/1800 MHz
      /1900 MHz (2G)

* 6 month warranty plus 3 month replacement guarantee. 
* Conditions apply.

* CE RoHS Certi�ed

Class12, TCP/IP build in GSM 
Model / MTK6260/UB*7020

Radiation: Super Low
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Two Way Voice Calling

Precise Location Address

Path Recording

Geofencing

Pedometer
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Have you ever thought how will 

your kids will call you for help

 when they need it the most?

 Make it easy for them by using

 FindMe. One single click can 

connect kids with their guardians.

 GPS tracker will give the accurate

 position and with voice call 

application you can easily talk to

 them.

Two Way Voice Calling
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Not just for safety, but for �tness

too. Set an exercise task for kids

as a fun challenge & FindMe

will count the no. of steps during 

the task. Best way to keep them

safe and healthy. 

Pedometer
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Latest hardware component

complimented with advanced

networking tools enable you to 

precisely locate your loved ones.

Not just overall location or the

nearest landmark, but detailed

building address as well.

Precise Location Address
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This feature enables you to 

playback your loved ones location

in sequencial order. You can 

set the timeframe during which

you want to know the required 

details and time interval between

location points

Path Recording



We understand a parent’s concern

to prevent their child from facing

certain environments. This feature

enables you to set the desired 

area/zones in which your loved 

ones will be safe. If they step out

of the selected zone, you are the

�rst one to be noti�ed.

Geofencing
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1.

Charger Extension

USB Cable

GPRS Sim Card

Clip/Attach the Charger Extension on the back of the FINDME 
watch. Insert the shorter port in the empty slot of Charger 
Extension and charge the watch as you charge your phone, 
either through laptop or through an electrical socket, as per
your convenience.

Insert the GPRS sim card of any operator into the empty sim
card slot on the back of the watch as done in any phone. Make
sure that sim card is Micro only.

Save the sim no. in your cellphone as FINDME and send
server,1,device.amber360.com,5088/ as text SMS to the 
same no. to register the no. on server. Insert Gaurdian 
contact nos. in our mobile app and you are ready for
a safe and secure experience for your beloved ones.

2.

3.

How It Works



Each state has its own rule to de�ne a ‘missing 
child’.

45% of ‘Missing Child’ cases remains unsolved.

100000 of children which go missing are never 
found, again.

Number of new missing child cases in Delhi 
itself is 18/Day.

72.8 % of missing person cases are from age 
group 12-18 years.

Child Safety Issues In India.
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Prevention  is better than cure ! So what are you waiting for...



PURPLE SKY TECHNOLOGIES LLP
C-34, GF, Greater Kailash – I

New Delhi – 110048
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